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Q1 Nodes A, B, C, D, E are connected in a network. Which of the networking devices they 
should use when 

i) Node A wants to send data only to Node B.    
Ans Switch 
ii) When Node B wants to broadcast data to all other nodes connected to it. 
Ans Hub 

 
Q2  Sohan is planning to connect each computer  in the office building spread across the country via  
          Computer network. Which type of computer network do you suggest him for this purpose?  

WAN : Wide area network across the country 

LAN: Within the office building 

 

Q3 Name the various devices used to connect computers in a network. 

Hub/Switch, Ethernet Cables, RJ45 Port, NIC 

 

Q4 Name the connector used with twisted pair cable which is attached to the devices to be connected 

to the network.  

RJ45 

 

Q5 Name the most commonly used network card. ___Ethernet Network Card_______________ 

 

Q6 Name any two communication protocols. Also expand them. 

_TCP/IP: Transmission Control Protocol / Internet Protocol,     FTP: File Transfer Protocol  

 

Q7 How the data is transferred in wireless networking? Name the device. _Router__________ 

 

Q8 Expand DSL.    ______Digital Subscriber Line_______________________________________ 

 

Q9 Answer the following in one word. 

a) A computer that fulfills the request and distributes application programs and data files 

to the workstations.  _______SERVER________________________________ 

b) Cable TV network is an example of this network  _______MAN____________ 

c) Set of rules that govern the network ___Protocol________________________ 

d) This type of network is set up when the data is transferred from one mobile to another. 

_____Bluetooth_______________________ 

e) This device is a replacement of hub/switch in wireless networking. Router/WAP 

f) ___Firewall____________ is a network security system that monitors and controls the 

incoming and outgoing network traffic based on predetermined security rules. 

 
 



Q10 Write function of MODEM. 
Modem stands for modulator demodulator. It is used to convert a digital signal to analog signal and 
vice versa 
 
Q11 Where is gateway used? 

Gateways are used to join to dissimilar networks. 
 
Q12 Identify the following devices 

a)                                                b)                                                                   c) 

    
____RJ45_________________   Modem________  _________Router________ 

 


